Get started

Fixed fee depending on project scope | Global

SAP Hybris Commerce Managed Cloud
on Amazon Aurora with itelligence
Consulting Offer

Start your SAP Hybris Commerce Cloud Journey on Amazon Aurora
With the e-commerce landscape becoming faster and more complex, it is critical for companies to
maintain a platform that is reliable, scalable, fast, and secure. SAP Hybris on Amazon Aurora is a
multi-channel e-commerce platform that helps customers run their business online, with speed,
ease, and lower costs. itelligence helps you enjoy the benefits of SAP Hybris on Amazon Aurora.

Benefits

Key activities

■■ Reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): leverage Amazon

Aurora to reduce operational costs and licensing.
■■ Holistic approach: itelligence not only helps migrate systems

Conduct assessment of your on-premises SAP
Hybris Commerce Cloud environment

but also enhances backend integrations
■■ Minimize downtime: utilize Elastic Load Balancing to

distribute incoming traffic, reducing chances of downtime

Schedule all activities from application and data transfer
to interface adjustment and production takeover

■■ Automatic scalability: enable customers to avoid

performance bottlenecks by adjusting to many user loads

Customer contribution
■■ Make key stakeholders available for discovery workshops
■■ Make relevant platform data available

Install the platform, deploy the application
and transfer all data

Execute verification tests and implement predefined monitoring and operation processes

■■ Manage control of your source system

Solution Space
Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve
your business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner
Network (APN) Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations.
Customer ready solutions are based on architectures validated by AWS,
include a combination of AWS services and APN Partner technologies,
can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators like AWS Quick Starts,
and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to
accelerate your cloud transformation.
Visit the itelligence offering on Solution Space
*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply.
*Regional coverage available globally

itelligence is an AWS Partner Network
(APN) Advanced Consulting Partner

